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Blank linkedin profile template

To start using LinkedIn, you need to register and create a profile page. When you sign up, you'll be asked to provide some basic personal information: name, email address, location, current employer and where you went to college. You will then be asked to fill in more details on the profile page. The LinkedIn profile
reads like a professional résumé. The focus is on employment and the history of education, not a list of hobbies and favorite films. To fill out a profile page, you'll start creating separate records for each of your current and former jobs - position, employer, industry, dates and a brief description of what the job entails. The
experience of education works the same way. You will create separate teaching records for each institution you attended after graduating from high school. Learning records include the school's name, earned diploma, years of participation, winning awards and any other notes you'd like to add. LinkedIn will use this entire
employment and education history later to help you search for former and current colleagues and classmates. Employment and education history are the foundations of the profile page. You can also fill out a resume that is a brief description of your professional experience and skills, and post a profile picture. There's



also a section where you can list any websites you associate with, both personal and professional, and space for a short list of interests, affiliated groups, and honors. Now let's see how to find users to join your network. The LinkedIn profile is dedicated to LinkedIn.com and users can use to provide professional
information about themselves and advance their careers. User profiles are a big component of many social networks, including LinkedIn. But what makes LinkedIn profiles different? LinkedIn profiles are used to showcase professional experience, achievements, accolades and many others. Depending on your privacy
settings, your profile information can only be viewed for people they're associated with, or they can be viewed by anyone. While it shares a lot in common with other social media profiles, such as Facebook profiles, its layout and content sections are optimized to use content related to a user's professional career and
interests. LinkedIn profiles are similar to virtual resumes. People look at them to find out where you are currently working, where you worked in the past, where you went to school, what your skills and other facts about your professional career are. And just as you might expect, LinkedIn profiles can even be used to apply
for jobs. When you sign up for a Basic account (free of charge) or Premium LinkedIn, you can start creating a profile. If you're not already sure about the platform, LinkedIn can go through passing on getting the bulks of your profile. You access your profile at any time to view or change it by selecting Me at the top of the
LinkedIn.com and then selecting View Profile. In the LinkedIn mobile app, tap the profile photo icon at the top then — View profile. However, your profile will appear in a layout similar to how it appears when you publish it online, and you'll see several editing options on your profile. Note: Pencil icon: Selecting this allows
you to edit a section by changing, deleting, or adding content. List icon: This appears when you hover over a content section (LinkedIn.com only) and allow you to drag them to rearrange them. Plus sign icon: This allows you to add new content blocks to your profile. To save time from having to scroll through your entire
profile, you can add new content to your profile, click the blue Add Profile Section button LinkedIn.com directly below your profile photo. It displays a drop down list of all the main sections and content subkeys you can add. You can share as much or less information as possible about your professional life on your
LinkedIn profile as you wish. Some people keep their profiles simple, while others take full advantage of all the sections and fill in everything they can. Sections you can put in your LinkedIn profile include: Edit this section by selecting the pencil icon in the upper-right corner of your profile, to the right of your profile picture,
and below the title photo. Profile photoHead nameFirdusSeparable positionEducation-positionEducationSpecies/RegionZIP codeResporation within this areaIndustrialContact information (profile URL, e-mail, WeChat ID)Summary work experienceEducationVolunteer experience Add up to 50 individual skills: (Examples
include social media marketing, research, public relations, dates, etc.) publicationsCertificationsPatentsProjectsHonors &amp; AwardsTest RatingsMovieOrganization of profiles in other languages To restrict profile information from viewing only for anyone, consider setting privacy settings by selecting Me &gt; Settings
&amp; Privacy. Click Edit Public Profile, and then click Edit. You will be shown a preview of what your profile looks like to the public. Use the visibility options in the column on the right to customize the sections you want to hide from the public. If you don't want the public visibility, you can include the blue public visibility
button of your profile on the off. Even if you don't plan on spending a lot of time on LinkedIn, setting up your profile and leaving it is often better than not having it at all. Here are just a few great benefits you might expect from a LinkedIn profile: In addition to being able to use your profile to apply to the job ads listed on
LinkedIn, you can also create a PDF file from it so you never need to create or update a separate one for non-LinkedIn work ads. &gt; Just select more... Other professionals (including employers who can find your profile through search or through their connections. If you want to like what they see on your profile, they
can contact you with a good opportunity. Having a LinkedIn profile will help you create a network with the right types of professionals. Viewers can skim your profile and decide within seconds whether you're responding well to the network. Standard resumes generally don't go beyond written words, but with a LinkedIn
profile, you can upload relevant media files (such as images, videos or documents) and link to URLs online for each position you put in the Experience section. You can also inflate trust by asking for recommendations from colleagues you worked with and linked to LinkedIn. They will appear as written endorsement
statements along with the name, profile picture and profile link of the person who gave it. Brooke Testoni You're not the only one trying to figure out how to fill out your LinkedIn profile. From deciding which photo to put on LinkedIn, to deciphering which achievements, experiences and general bits of information about
yourself you have to display on your profile to get the most attention from recruiters, that's a much bigger challenge than creating a basic resume. Don't hold back in the process, though. According to LinkedIn career expert Blair Decambrele, there are some quick and easy ways to ensure your profile stands out. The most
visited LinkedIn profiles follow the formula, and it doesn't take long to make five changes to yours. Trust us—the payment is worth it. Professionals today are not only in it for the title - almost 90% believe that skills are even more important than posts, says Decambrele. Recruiters often go beyond titles and look for skill
sets that are crucial if you want your profile to stand out. Hard,---specific, teaching abilities, such as the ability to use software programs, are certainly important, but she notes that recruiters are also looking for less tangible, learned skills that give insight into your experience and character. Fifty-seven percent of leaders
say soft skills are more important than hard skills. Traditional soft skills such as leadership, communication and time management are critical to career success in all industries, says Decambrele. Not sure what skills to list in your profile? Tap Résumé Assistant, a new Microsoft Word tool that pulls powerful insights from
LinkedIn. [It] provides the best skills of other professionals in your preferred role and industry, as well as work requirements from real positions, Explains Decambrele. You can then think about how your applicable skills can be transferred to the right role, and adapt your résumé and LinkedIn profile accordingly. First
impressions are counted, especially when it comes to job hunting. Decembrele likens your LinkedIn photo to a virtual handshake and says the Forgoing one puts you at a serious disadvantage. Participants from profile receive 21 times more profile views and 36 times Message. Use a simple background. The focus
should be on you, not what's behind you, says Decambrele. A normal white background will help minimize any potential distractions. Keep it cropped. You need to make sure that your face fills at least 60% of the frame, so trim accordingly. Try photo filters. Did you know that LinkedIn has photo filters? Decembrele
advises using them to edit brightness, contrast, saturation and more. Dress for the work you want. Every industry is unique, [so] a good rule of thumb is to look at what the big names in your industry wear in their profile picture, says Decambrele. Basically, if they're wearing a button-down shirt and blazer, you might want
to consider dressing up. Volunteer experience may sit at the bottom of a LinkedIn profile, but it's still an important chapter for recruiters. Forty-one percent of recruiters consider volunteer experience equally valuable as paid experience in evaluating candidates, says Decambrele. That is, it can be the difference between
you and another candidate with a similar career history. As you edit this section, think about what your volunteer work says about your personal and professional identity. A LinkedIn study found that nearly 90% of professionals say success is not just about what you achieve, but about what you inspire others to do. The
recommendation serves as such a seal of approval from your connections and offers confidence in your professional brand. When you ask for a LinkedIn recommendation, Decembrele says clarity is key. The easier you can do this for a writer, the better your recommendation will be. Let me think about what you would
like a person to write, and from there send a personalized message explaining exactly what you hope to get and what qualities you would like them to cover,' she explains. Choose these people thoughtfully, as their name and reputation of the industry can speak volumes. Only approach people you've worked closely with
who can speak to your achievements, skills and professional goals, says Decambrele. LinkedIn's most effective profiles and résumés go beyond facts and figures - they tell a story about who you are, both a person and a professional. Flip a glance at your page and make sure it reflects your character and achievement
equally. Your LinkedIn profile resume is a great place to show your identity and illustrate your professional brand and career goals, says Decambrele. And at least make sure your total matches the number of words you can see. I recommend making your RESUME 40 words or more as it makes your profile more likely to
find out in a future employer search, she recommends. MyDomaine uses only high-quality, reliable sources, including peer-reviewed research, to support facts in our articles. Read editorial board to learn more about how we keep our content accurate, reliable, and reliable. Reliable.
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